
Corrugator Roll Stand 
Brake Upgrade Packages

Corrugator Roll Stand Upgrades

EEST. 1947

Customized packages specifi c to  
each corrugator for drop-in 
brake replacements.
Fast and easy installation.
Immediate return on investment with 
increased effi ciency, productivity 
and reduced waste.
Minimal brake maintenance with 
tool-LESS pad changes. Change 
every pad on your brake in seconds!

Montalvo is the sought after source when you need to upgrade the capabilities of 
your corrugator. Montalvo makes your corrugator more effi cient, more productive, 
and easier to maintain.
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Consistent Quality is impossible without Consistent Tension
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Roll Stand Brake & Tension Control Specialists
Drop in replacement products for your Corrguator!

EEST. 1947

Built Specifi c for YOUR Corrugator
Customized bolt patterns, back plates, and sizing, and shipped 
with all necessary parts specifi c to each corrugator in the 
industry making them drop in replacements when upgrading. 
Ready for immediate installation.

The V Pad
A game changer in the industry: No tools required to change 
every pad on your V-Brake. Just snap-out your old pads and 
snap-in the new ones. In only seconds every pad is changed. 
Obtain immediate productivity increases with the V Pad.

Increased Cooling Capacity
The V-Brake succeeds where others fail. Even with high-torque 
at low speeds the V Tension Brake provides precise control. The 
V-Brake cover can also be fi tted with a built in fan to provide most 
corrugators even greater cooling capacity.

Wide Torque Range
From 1.3 to 10,692 in-lb the V-Brake is available in four different 
models to meet the needs of practically any application. Get 
the performance you need with the V Tension Brake.

High Heat Dissipation and Thermal Capacity Discs
Montalvo’s signature high thermal capacity discs combined 
with a patented fi n design provides maximum heat dissipation 
to keep your V-Brake operating at the highest quality.

Bi-Directional Operation
Unwind from the top or bottom of your roll.

Increase the capabilities of your Corrugator today by making 
them more effi cient, more productive, and more profi table 

with the Montalvo V Brake!


